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THE PROBLEM:
There is a skills shortage in 
the grains industry.

THE RESEARCH: 
The competition aimed to 
connect the community 
with food production and 
showcased the grains 
sector as being modern, 
innovative and sustainable. 
It also helped get the 
grains sector into social 
media in an informal and 
engaging manner.

AC116: Seed to Store – YouTube clip 
competition

Seed to Store commenced in 2014, challenging participants to create a 
one minute video clip showcasing the Australian grains industry and then 
entering their clip into the Royal Adelaide Show.

BACKGROUND

RESEARCH AIMS
Seed to Store YouTube Clip Competition core objectives were to:
• Connect schools and the wider community with the Australian grains 

industry in a creative and engaging manner.
• Promote the industry for its best practice, innovation, sustainability 

and quality grains.
• Highlight the varied careers and pathways available in the Australian 

grains industry.
• Attract a range of quality entrants to produce a one minute video 

showcasing the journey of grains, legumes, oilseeds and pulses 
from being seed in the ground to food for people and livestock. 
Concepts which needed to be addressed include best practice 
science, innovation, farming and food production in South Australia – 
essentially it is the journey of grain from the paddock to our plate.

• Generate positive media (both radio, print and web based) promoting 
the grains sector and competition.

IN THE FIELD
Entries were open in two categories, ‘Community’ and ‘Schools’.

Celebrity Grains Ambassador Andrew ‘Cosi’ Costello and the 
AgCommunicators team also conducted engaging and fun school visits 
to talk to over 500 students about the industry, career opportunities, the 
importance of the Australian grains industry and, of course, promote the 
competition. 

These classroom sessions linked to the career component of the 
curriculum, sharing new ideas and opportunities for students to consider.

IN A NUTSHELL
In its third year the project successfully engaged school 

students in creating video clips on the grain industry, with 
a record 31 entries received. The Seed to Store competition 

generated positive coverage in rural media and positive 
feedback from schools, indicating it is achieving the objective 

of connecting students and the community with the grains 
industry.



Any recommendations, suggestions or opinions 
contained in this communication do not necessarily 
represent the policy or views of the South Austra-
lian Grain Industry Trust (SAGIT). No person should 
act on the basis of the contents of this communica-
tion without first obtaining specific, independent, 
professional advice. The Trust and contributors 
to this communication may identify products by 
proprietary or trade names to help readers identify 
particular types of products. We do not endorse 
or recommend the products of any manufacturer 
referred to. Other products may perform as well 
as or better than those specifically referred to. 
SAGIT will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost 
or expense incurred or arising by reason of any 
person using or relying on the information in this 
communication. 
CAUTION: RESEARCH ON UNREGISTERED AGRI-
CULTURAL CHEMICALS USE. Any research with 
unregistered pesticides or of unregistered products 
reported in this communication does not constitute 
a recommendation for that particular use by the 
authors or the author’s organisations. All pesticide 
applications must accord with the currently regis-
tered label for that particular pesticide, crop, pest 
and region. 
Copyright © All material published in this com-
munication is copyright protected and may not be 
reproduced in any form without written permission 
from SAGIT

SAGIT DISCLAIMER

SAGIT RESEARCH SUMMARY
Across the two categories of ‘School Entry’ and ‘Community Member 
Entry’, 31 high quality entries were received. This included entries from 
South Australia, Queensland, Western Australia and New South Wales. 

The $2,400 prize money was distributed to the top three entries in each 
category, with winners awarded on stage at the Royal Adelaide Show. The 
Blue Ribbon entries each received $1,000 after deliberation and review 
by judge’s Andrew ‘Cosi’ Costello, Malcolm Buckby representing SAGIT 
and GRDC representative Andrew Etherton.

Active media and promotion following the judging has seen the two 
finalists draw significant attention through various media outlets, 
including social media. Following the presentation of winners at the Royal 
Adelaide Show, Cosi also spoke about the competition and the grains 
industry on ABC 891.

Aimee’s winning clip in the schools category has been viewed over 4,780 
times.

School Category 
• FIRST PRIZE: ‘We grew it here’ by Aimee Gladigau, Bulla Burra 

Collaborative Farming, Loxton, SA.
• SECOND PRIZE: ‘Seed to Store: Canola’ by Nicole, Jaxon and Thalia of 

Keith Area School, Keith, SA. 
• THIRD PRIZE: ‘Grain to Garment’ by Joel Bretag and Zac Cross of 

Lucindale Area School, Lucindale, SA.

Community Category:
• FIRST PRIZE: ‘High Flying Beer’ by Sascha Estens of Rabbit Hop Film, 

Moree NSW. 
• SECOND PRIZE: ‘Seed to Store 2016 – Studio Grain’ by Eve and Henry 

Green of Mitcham, Jen Frith and Peter Frith of Crystal Brooke, SA. 
• THIRD PRIZE: ‘How to make toast’ by Zoe Lynch of University of 

Southern Queensland, Toowoomba.

RESULTS

Media coverage included print, radio and social media, in the lead up and 
following the announcement of winners. This included a live interview 
with Sonya Feldhoff of ABC 891 from The Royal Adelaide Show. Great 
coverage was received in the Stock Journal, with a half page spread in the 
Cropping Section plus two online stories. All forms of media positively 
promoted SAGIT.

Positive feedback was received from all schools visited, with all expressing 
interest in involvement in years to follow. This initiative is helping to 
connecting school students with the grains industry and highlighting the 
varied careers available.

VALUE FOR GROWERS

MORE INFORMATION:
Belinda Cay, AgCommunicators
T: 0423 295 576
E: Belinda.cay@agcommunicators.com.au

The Community category winners 
with Andrew ‘Cosi’ Costello.


